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### Association «NP Market Council»:
- Unites participants of the wholesale market
- Arranges the commercial activities of the wholesale market
  (The Association owns the Trade System Administrator & the Financial Settlement Center)
- Develops market rules
- Takes part in the regulation of the power industry
- The Supervisory Board consists of government, generators, resellers and consumers representatives

### Power Industry 4.0
A regulator has to adopt different technologies according to their maturity level.

In the first levels, we select and assess useful technologies.

In the second step, the technologies are piloted to show their efficiency and competitiveness.

The mature technologies need actions that support their promotion in the energy market.

### The role of the regulator:
- Developing of standards
- Expert assessment of legislation changes
- Resist cross subsidization

---

### Reference Materials
- http://www.en.np-sr.ru
- https://asi.ru/eng/nti/

---

In case of interest, please contact us at:
ogb@np-sr.ru; v.berezovsky@np-sr.ru